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Abstract: Over the last decade, the conical mill has emerged as a potential piece of equipment to
use for continuous dry coating pharmaceutical powders. In this work, silicon dioxide was used as a
guest particle on two excipients, fast flow lactose (FFL) and grade PH200 microcrystalline cellulose
(MCC), for dry coating by a conical mill with a modified screen that permitted batch and continuous
mode operation. Samples were pre-processed in a V-blender. SEM images, particle size distribution,
and EDS mapping were used to characterise the treated powders. Pre-processed samples showed
some discrete coating of the host particle. After batch processing, the samples were covered with a
complete coating. When processed at high impeller speed, coating of FFL was a mix of A200P and
FFL fines generated by attrition. Continuous mode processed samples, which had a lower processing
time, were coated discretely and showed a better coating than the pre-processed samples. Increasing
guest/host mass ratio with FFL host particle had a positive impact on the quality of the coating.
These results help to build the case that the processing time of the conical mill is a key parameter to
the success of the conical mill as dry coating equipment in the pharmaceutical industry.

Keywords: dry coating; excipients; conical mill

1. Introduction

Dry coating is a method that relies on the use of guest particles with specific properties
to cover the surface of the host particle. The potential it has to modify flow and surface
properties of APIs and excipients is the reason why interest has grown in the pharmaceutical
industry for this method since the early 2000s [1,2]. Moreover, it can be used to create
a process where dry coated powders are directly compressible [3–5]. This can help to
save costs related to the drying step following wet granulation as well as to treat heat
and/or moisture sensitive drugs without loosing compressibility, a disadvantage of dry
granulation [6].

Additionally, continuous manufacturing is highly desired by regulatory agencies at it
is amenable to the development of drug products by quality-by-design and the application
of process analytical technologies to monitor quality [7–9]. The initiatives reported by some
pharmaceutical companies offer several advantages regarding the dry coating process:
(a) more compact equipment size and layouts for longer periods of time; (b) reduced space
and utility costs; (c) reduction in overall operating costs; (d) more consistent product quality
with tighter specifications [10].

It is apparent in the literature that over time, various equipment types have been
used to achieve dry coating. Magnetically assisted impaction coating (MAIC), as its name
suggest, uses a magnetic field to agitate magnetic particles. The particles’ energy is then
transferred to the powders present in the chamber that produces dry coating [11–13]. The
high intensity vibrational mixer sometimes, also referred to as the LabRam, uses acoustic
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resonance to vibrate the chamber. The intense mixing generated in the equipment causes
dry coating of the host particles [5,14–16]. The fluid energy mill (FEM), uses a high-pressure
gas to generate a vortex in its chamber. Contacts between the particles and walls of the
chamber at high velocity both grinds and dry coats the host particles [4,14,17]. Good results
were obtained with these three types of equipment. A point of interest for dry coating APIs
and excipients is using it for continuous mode manufacturing. The MAIC and FEM are
compatible with continuous mode manufacturing, but they each present some limitations.
Another type of mill, the conical mill has also attracted the interest of some research groups
for dry coating over the last ten years [3,4,13,14,18–24]. Already used in the pharmaceutical
industry for particle size reduction, this equipment has a conical chamber with a screen
wall and an impeller at its center. Various parameters such as the speed of the impeller,
type of host particle, screen hole size, and number of passes through the conical mill were
studied in the literature. Only one of those parameters had an impact on processing time,
i.e., the number of passes in the conical mill. In some cases over 10 passes in the conical
mill were needed to achieve an optimal flow improvements [18,23]. Recently an article
published by Capece et al. [25] worked on a new parameter to help increase the processing
time in a different way: the open area of the conical mill’s screen. The screen openings were
partially covered, leading to an increase in the mean residence time of the particles. This
was found to positively affect the flow properties of the tested host particles.

The objective of this study is to compare the batch and continuous processing time
on the efficiency of the conical mill. In some preliminary sets of experiments, the conical
mill was tested in a batch process by covering up the screen in order to directly control
the processing time and to establish what level of coating is achieved in this controlled
setting. Afterwards, a second set of experiments were run with a partially covered screen
and with the same processing parameters. Coating, in both batch and continuous mode,
could then be compared. It is also important to add that improving flow properties was
not an objective of this study.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

Spray dried lactose (grade 316, Kerry Inc., Beloit, WI, USA) and microcrystalline
cellulose (grade PH200, JRS Pharma, Holzmühle, ON, Canada) were selected as host
particles. All host particles were sieved between 150 and 300 µm prior to their use. Different
lots of both host particles were used for the batch mode and continuous mode tests. Silicon
dioxide (Aerosil 200 P (A200P) grade, Evonik Industries AG, Essen, Germany) was used as
a guest particle.

2.2. Methods

All samples were pre-mixed in a V-shaped lab scale mixer (Blend Master, Patterson
Kelly Co., East Stroudsburg, PA, USA) for 5 min at 12 rpm. Host particles were first
weighed and then the amount of A200P needed to reflect the mass/mass ratio was added.
For the test, 1.0% guest/host mass ratio was used with both host particles, which is a
standard value used in literature [4,13,14,18,20,21]. Additionally, a 1.5% guest/host mass
ratio and a 0.5% guest/host ratio were used for both FFL and MCC, respectively. Next, the
V-Blender mixed samples were processed for dry-coating by using an under-driven conical
mill, model U5 (Quadro Engineering, Waterloo, ON, Canada) with a round edge impeller
and a 457 µm round hole screen. Impeller speeds of 476 rpm (1.87 m/s) and 1762 rpm
(6.92 m/s) were used for all experiments. The 476 rpm speed was chosen because it was the
lowest possible speed with the conical mill used and the coating at a low speed had been
achieved in a previous study [21]. The 1762 rpm speed was chosen after discussion with
Quadro Engineering’s engineers who noted that 7 m/s is the low-end speed recommended
for particle breakage. In the literature, similar speed was usually used [18–20,25]. For batch
experimentations, aluminium foil tape was placed on the outer surface of the screen to
prevent particles from escaping the chamber. A sample size of 45 g for the FFL and 25 g
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for the MCC and processing time in the batch conical mill was 5 min or 10 min. Powder
was added in the chamber prior to sample run. For continuous experiments, the lower half
of the conical mill screen was covered with aluminium foil tape. This section was chosen
following the observation that the particles were pushed upwards during processing, and
this prevented mass holdup in the equipment chamber. Samples sizes were 150 g for FFL
and 100 g for MCC. Samples were run for 4 cycles. Each cycle followed these steps:

1. Conical mill was started.
2. After the speed of the impeller had stabilized, the sample was poured into the

feed chute.
3. When the whole sample was processed, the conical mill was stopped.
4. A sample was collected from the collecting bin.
5. The powder from the collecting bin was transferred to a clean bin to start the next cycle.

Experimental conditions are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of the experimental conditions.

Impeller Speed
(rpm)

Sample Size
FFL/MCC

(g)

Host/Guest
Particle Ratios

Processing
Specifications

Batch 476/1762 45/25 1.0% 5 min or 10 min
batch time

Continuous 476/1762 150/100
1.0%

1.5% (FFL only)
0.5% (MCC only)

4 cycles in the
conical mill

Even if it was not within the objectives of this study to improve flow properties,
they were analyzed with a FT4 powder rheometer© (Freeman Technology, Tewkesbury,
Gloucestershire, UK). The stability and variable flow rate method, as well as the shear cell
method were used [26,27]. Variations of all samples were within the error bars. Particle
flow properties were conserved for all samples. Thus, these results are not presented in
this article.

2.2.1. Particle Size Analysis

Particle size distribution was acquired using a laser diffraction particle size analyzer
(Mastersizer 3000) (Malvern Panalytical, Malvern, Worcestershire, UK) coupled with a high
energy venturi nozzle and a vibrating tray for dry particle analysis. Samples were measured
five times and calculations were done using Mastersizer 3000 software (version 3.81). Due
to an error in the lower obscuration limit leading to artefacts in the results, data from 3 to
5 inner detectors was removed. This was suggested by Malvern technical support after
consultation. Further details are provided Appendix A.

2.2.2. Microscopy and Chemical Surface Analysis

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were acquired with a field emission gun
scanning electron microscope (S-4700, Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan) using an electron beam voltage
of 3.0 kV. The same scanning electron microscope was also used for energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDS) mappings. An X-Max 50 detector (Oxford Instruments, Abingdon,
Oxfordshire, UK) was used with an electron beam voltage of 10 kV and a working distance
of 12.0 mm. All samples were sputter-coated (Hummer® VI, Anatech, Sparks, NV, USA)
with a fine gold/palladium layer to help conductivity and prevent charging.

3. Results and Discussion

A discussion about the batch mode results and then followed by a discussion of the
continuous mode will be presented next. Various results presented in this section will help
to validate the efficacy of the conical mill for dry coating pharmaceutical excipients.
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3.1. Batch Mode Experimentations

The literature shows that the conical mill leads to dry coating of pharmaceutical
powders as a continuous mode equipment [3,4,13,14,18–25]. In some of those studies,
the conical mill is compared to other types of equipment capable of dry coating [4,13,14].
The issue with these comparisons is that the processing time for some equipment is not
equivalent. Processing for batch equipment, for example, is usually executed in terms of
minutes while mean residence time in the conical mill is less than a second [25]. To help
validate the potential of the conical mill as dry coating equipment, the equipment was
modified, as specified earlier, to test it as a batch dry coating equipment. The Section 3.1.1
details experimental runs where no guest particles were added to investigate the effects
of the conical mill on the host particles. In Section 3.1.2, A200P was added to assess
dry coating.

3.1.1. Host Particles Only

For these experiments, only particle size distributions were evaluated. They are
presented in Table 2. Graphical representations of the d10, d50, and d90 values with the
measure error are also available in the Supplementary Materials. The presented variation
of the percentage in various columns is always in proportion to the raw host particle sieved
between 150 to 300 µm. All particle size distributions were normally distributed.

Table 2. Particle size distribution results of the preliminary batch mode experimentations.

Host/Guest
Particle

Impeller Speed
(rpm)

Processing
Time

(Mins)

d10
(µm) d10 var % d50

(µm) d50 var % d90
(µm) d90 var %

FFL/None

N/A N/A 50.5 N/A 101 N/A 181 N/A
476 5 55.5 9.9% 109 7.9% 191 5.5%
476 10 55.1 9.1% 107 5.9% 187 3.3%
1762 5 49.2 −2.6% 100 −1.0% 180 −0.6%
1762 10 45.6 −9.7% 94.3 −6.6% 173 −4.4%

FFL/1.0%
A200P

V-Blender mix N/A 26.8 −46.9% 88.5 −12.4% 170 −6.1%
476 5 43.0 −14.9% 91.7 −9.2% 169 −6.6%
476 10 43.1 −14.7% 91.5 −9.4% 168 −7.2%
1762 5 39.9 −21.0% 83.5 −17.3% 156 −13.8%
1762 10 40.2 −20.4% 85.1 −15.7% 157 −13.3%

MCC/None

N/A N/A 118 N/A 234 N/A 401 N/A
476 5 129 9.3% 232 −0.9% 387 −3.5%
476 10 121 2.5% 233 −0.4% 399 −0.5%
1762 5 110 −6.8% 229 −2.1% 392 −2.2%
1762 10 87.9 −25.5% 217 −7.3% 368 −8.2%

MCC/1.0%
A200P

V-Blender mix N/A 63.7 −46.0% 215 −8.1% 379 −5.5%
476 5 124 5.1% 233 −0.4% 392 −2.2%
476 10 118 0.0% 226 −3.4% 383 −4.5%
1762 5 68.6 −41.9% 212 −9.4% 374 −6.7%
1762 10 76.5 −35.2% 210 −10.3% 372 −7.2%

Since the conical mill was not used for its typical size reduction application. The
goal, instead, was to increase particle or minimally maintain particle size distribution after
processing. The first general trend that can be observed is that higher impeller speed leads
to particle attrition regardless of the host particle. Rows 2 and 3 (impeller speed = 476 rpm)
of the FFL/None and MCC/None sections have higher d10 values than rows 4 and 5
(impeller speed = 1762 rpm). Moreover, increasing the processing time led to more fine
generation. The two tested host-particles did not react the same way when processed at
476 rpm. Indeed, the general size of the FFL host particle increased. While for the MCC
host particle, only the d10 value increased and there was little to no variation in the d50
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and d90 values. It is suspected that larger particles break into fine particles that are bigger
than the d10 of the unprocessed sample.

3.1.2. Host Particles with 1.0% A200P

For the tests that involved dry coating with different particles containing 1.0% A200P
(host and guest), particle size distributions (Table 2) and imaging analysis (Figure 1) were
acquired. To be consistent with the previous sub-section, all variation percentages are
related to the raw host particles that were sieved between 150 to 300 µm. The size distribu-
tion of the first sample with A200P for both FFL and MCC host particles (V-Blender mix)
was acquired after mixing in the V-Blender. A large drop in the d10 size was observed for
this sample. This can be explained by the addition of the silica guest particles. The same
trend related to the impeller speed identified in the previous sub-section was observed
after mixing the host particles with 1.0% A200P. Higher impeller speed led to more fine
particles. Moreover, all the FFL/1.0%A200P samples showed a significant increase in d10
when compared to the V-Blender mix sample. Since the equipment was operated in a batch
mode and that no mass was lost in the process, it is suspected that fine particles dry coated
the surface of the host FFL particles. This is confirmed via SEM pictures that are presented
in Figure 1. When comparing Figure 1a with the Figure 1b, it can be observed that the
surface of the FFL host particle was modified as soon as it was mixed with A200P. Some
small guest particles can be observed. Things are different for samples processed in the
conical mill. Figure 1c shows smooth continuous coating of the host particles. For the
sample processed at 1762 rpm, Figure 1d, it shows a similar type of coating but also exhibits
another type of fine particles on their surface. Those larger fine particles are suspected
to be FFL. A similar situation can be observed with the raw FFL host particle shown on
Figure 1a as the fine particles are present on the particle surface. The higher impeller speed
of the sample shown on Figure 1d lead to fine particle generation that then coated the host
particle. As for the processing time variable, no notable difference can be observed with
the results presented in Table 2 as with other images acquired.

For the MCC host particles results shown in Table 2, an increase of the whole particle
size distribution is observed when processed at 476 rpm. The d10 value is close to the
raw MCC particles which is suspected to be A200P coating. The processing time had little
effect on the results. Samples processed at the same speed but during different times are
within each other’s error bar as seen on the Supplementary Materials Figure S4. When
processed at 1762 rpm, the distribution was similar to the sample mixed in the V-Blender.
MEB images were also acquired following experimentations, but particle charging lead to
low quality images. Some observations were still possible as particle attrition was due to
processing at 1762 rpm was observed due to the presence of small needle shaped MCC host
particles. Those smaller host particles were still coated with A200P. The SEM photos also
showed similar A200P coating to the 476 rpm FFL samples for the 476 rpm MCC samples.

This preliminary set of experiment shows that when used in a batch mode, the conical
mill can lead to good dry coating due to the large processing time.
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Figure 1. SEM images at 1 K magnification of (a) unprocessed FFL particle at 1.5 K magnification and FFL host particles with 1.0% A200P; (b) after mixing in a
V-Blender and after processing in the conical mill 10 min; (c) at 476 rpm; and (d) at 1762 rpm.
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3.2. Continuous Mode Experimentations

To increase the processing time, a typical practice in the literature was to run the
sample multiple times in the conical mill [18,22–24]. The problem with this practice is
related to the process from a manufacturing perspective as it adds recirculation steps,
resulting in higher manipulation/contamination/cost. Another way to increase processing
time, which was presented recently in the literature, is to partially cover the screen of
the mill [25]. Both practices were combined in the continuous mode experimentations
presented in this section. Tables 3 and 4 show the particles’ size distribution results for the
FFL host particle and the MCC host particle, respectively. The presentation is the same as
seen in Table 2, the variation percentage for the distributions are related to the raw host
particles that were sieved between 150 to 300 µm. Again, all particles’ size distributions
were normally distributed. Graphical representations of the d10, d50, and d90 values with
measurement errors are also available in the Supplementary Materials. Similar observations
can also be made for the values for the d10, d50 and d90 all reduce after mixing with A200P,
in fact, the d10 value reduces by the largest value as was noted in the previous section.

Table 3. FFL particle size distribution results of the continuous mode experimentations.

Host/Guest
Particle

Impeller Speed
(rpm)

Pass trough
Conical Mill d10 d10 var % d50 d50 var % d90 d90 var %

FFL/None N/A N/A 64.9 N/A 127 N/A 217 N/A

FFL/1.0%
A200P

V-Blender Mix N/A 45.8 −29% 117 −8% 205 −6%

476

1 47.2 −27% 116 −9% 205 −6%
2 51.0 −21% 116 −9% 202 −7%
3 53.8 −17% 118 −7% 204 −6%
4 54.9 −15% 116 −9% 201 −7%

1762

1 54.9 −15% 120 −6% 209 −4%
2 59.1 −9% 122 −4% 210 −3%
3 59.7 −8% 121 −5% 207 −5%
4 60.2 −7% 121 −5% 207 −5%

FFL/1.5%
A200P

V-Blender Mix N/A 23.0 −65% 113 −11% 205 −6%

476

1 23.1 −64% 112 −12% 202 −7%
2 25.8 −60% 112 −12% 202 −7%
3 30.9 −52% 114 −10% 205 −6%
4 36.3 −44% 114 −10% 203 −6%

1762

1 38.4 −41% 117 −8% 208 −4%
2 50.0 −23% 120 −6% 210 −3%
3 54.0 −17% 121 −5% 210 −3%
4 56.1 −14% 122 −4% 209 −4%

3.2.1. FFL Host Particle Results

First, particle size distribution values presented in Table 3 show a difference with
Table 2 results regarding the impact of the higher impeller speed of 1762 rpm. It can be
observed that the higher speed of the impeller, 1762 rpm, does not lead to fine particle
generation. The d10 values for the high-speed samples are all higher than the 476 rpm
samples regardless of the host particle ratio. Another trend that can be observed is that each
pass in the conical mill leads to an increase in d10 value, moving it closer to the raw host
particle. This shows that even with the higher residence time due to the partially covered
screen, additional passes still have a positive effect on the d10 values. As for the d50 and
d90 values variations are small to non-existent. When increasing the weight/weight ratio of
A200P in the samples to 1.5%, particle size data from Table 3 show the same trends related
to impeller speed and passes in the conical mill. The major difference in the values is due
to an increased amount of A200P. Trends are similar, but the caused variation is bigger
especially when looking at d10 values. To help access the coating of the FFL host particles,
Figures 2 and 3 show SEM images (top column) and EDS mappings (bottom column).
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V-Blender, after processing in the conical mill 4 times at (c) 476 rpm and (d) 1762 rpm. Red dots on bottom row are EDS mapping results of silicon.
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Figure 3. SEM (top) and EDS mapping (bottom) at 1K magnification of FFL particles with 1.5% A200P (a) after mixing in a V‐Blender, after processing 
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Figure 3. SEM (top) and EDS mapping (bottom) at 1 K magnification of FFL particles with 1.5% A200P (a) after mixing in a V-Blender, after processing in the conical
mill 4 times at (b) 476 rpm and (c) 1762 rpm. Red dots on bottom row are EDS mapping results of silicon.
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The first column of Figure 2 presents a raw host particle. As with the raw host particle
shown on Figure 1a, FFL fine particles can be observed on the surface. For the EDS mapping,
red points associated to silicon are observed randomly on the surface of the particles and
thus, are considered as measurement noise. Moreover, the other columns in Figure 2 show
concentrated red dots that can also be identified as A200P when looking at the regular
SEM image. This helps to confirm that the fine particles observed in Figure 2a are fine FFL
particles. The particle shown on Figure 2b presents some white spots that look like A200P
aggregates. These spots can be confirmed as the guest particle because of the concentrated
dot present on the EDS mapping. Note that the bottom part of the EDS mapping shows
fewer red points. This is because of the position of the detector. It sits at an angle north
of the sample and not directly over it. This causes very low to no signal acquisition in
some areas during EDS mapping. The two other columns, Figure 2c,d do not present
aggregates like the ones observed on Figure 2b. A few patches that are similar to the
coating of Figure 1c,d are observed. There is also a progression in the concentration of the
red spots associated to the guest particles.

For Figure 3, only three columns are present as the host particle is the same and was
already present in Figure 2a. Figure 3a has similarities to Figure 2b, with white spots on the
surface of the host particle. Large A200P aggregates are also observed. A combination of
smaller aggregates, as well as coating patches are observed on Figure 3b. As for Figure 3c,
the particle has rounder edges and a uniform coating that is similar. No A200P aggregates
are observed. When compared to results from Figure 2, the higher mass ratio of A200P did
lead to a more uniform coating of the FFL host particles.

A difference is observed between Figures 2 and 3 and the results from the batch tests
shown in Figure 1. Samples processed at 1762 rpm do not have FFL fines on their surface.
Two factors were hypothesized for this observation. First, processing time is lower when
compared to the batch process and leads to less attrition. Multiple passes in the conical mill
and the partially covered screen help increase the processing time but it does not compare
to the processing time used in the batch experimentations. Secondly, as mentioned in
Section 2.1, different lots of products were used for both batch and continuous experiments.
Besides, no quantitative analysis was run to assess the coverage of the host particles by
using the EDS mapping data. Still, the partially covered screen leads to coating with A200P
of the host FFL particle even after only mixing in the V-Blender. Processing in the conical
mill then leads to a coating free of agglomerates and is better spread out on the surface of
the host particles.

3.2.2. MCC Host Particle Results

Particle size distribution results for continuous experimentation with MCC as a host
particle are presented in Table 4. An initial observation that can be made is that unlike with
the FFL host particle, there is no trend in the d10 value that can be linked to the number of
passes in the conical mill. The second pass d10 value is either a low point for samples with
1.0% A200P or a high point for samples processed with 0.5% A200P. Secondly, it is harder
to assess the influence of the impeller speed on the results of the particle size distributions.
The differences between the samples processed at the two speeds are within error bars as
seen in the graphs presented in Supplementary Materials. They cannot be compared to
the difference for FFL host particles processed under the same conditions and the batch
experimentations with the MCC host particles. Still Figure 4 shows that the coating of
the host particles is achieved. An unprocessed host particle is shown in the first column,
Figure 4a. First, the surface of the MCC is different than the FFL as it does not present
flat surfaces as observed on Figures 1a and 2a. Moreover, the red dots present in this EDS
mapping are considered as noise as they are randomly scattered over the sample. After
mixing with A200P in the V-blender a few aggregates are observable on the surface as seen
on Figure 4b. There is a small increase of the red silicon dots other than the two spots
related to those aggregates. After processing in the conical mill, the condition is not the
same as more dots are visible on the surface of the particles shown in Figure 4c,d. No
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A200P aggregates are observed on the surface but small patches are visible. They are harder
to observe on the SEM image when compared to Figure 2c,d because of the rugged surface
of the MCC host particles. SEM images and EDS mapping were also acquired for the MCC
host particles mixed with 0.5% A200P. Less coating of the particles was observed. It was
decided not to present these images as they show no additional information.

Table 4. MCC particle size distribution results of the continuous mode experimentations.

Host/Guest
Particle

Impeller Speed
(rpm)

Pass through
Conical Mill d10 d10 var % d50 d50 var % d90 d90 var %

MCC/None N/A N/A 48.6 N/A 196 N/A 363 N/A

MCC/1.0%
A200P

V-Blender Mix N/A 36.1 −26% 195 −1% 372 2%

476

1 39.4 −19% 190 −3% 360 −1%
2 38.2 −21% 180 −8% 343 −6%
3 40.9 −16% 186 −5% 349 −4%
4 41.6 −14% 182 −7% 340 −6%

1762

1 44.3 −9% 199 2% 372 2%
2 40.1 −17% 180 −8% 344 −5%
3 43.2 −11% 185 −6% 346 −5%
4 43.2 −11% 182 −7% 341 −6%

MCC/0.5%
A200P

V-Blender Mix N/A 44.9 −8% 197 1% 369 2%

476

1 50.4 4% 195 −1% 356 −2%
2 53.4 10% 198 1% 359 −1%
3 49.0 1% 191 −3% 355 −2%
4 48.9 1% 189 −4% 348 −4%

1762

1 46.2 −5% 193 −2% 361 −1%
2 51.8 7% 200 2% 365 1%
3 45.8 −6% 185 −6% 344 −5%
4 46.7 −4% 184 −6% 340 −6%
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4. Conclusions

This research study introduced new excipients to dry particle coating with a conical
mill and tested new processing parameters: lower impeller speed and reduced open area of
the screen. Batch experimentations with a fully covered conical mill screen acted as a first
proof that increasing processing time led to a good coverage of the host particles. On the
other hand, an impeller speed that is too high can lead to particle attrition. When looking
at the FFL host particles processed in batch mode, the fine particles generated coated the
surface of the host particles. With the purpose in mind to obtain a similar quality of coating
in a continuous mode, the screen was partially covered. Results show this was partially
achieved. Host particles were coated with A200P yet the coverage was not as good as the
one observed in batch mode. The coating that is most similar to the batch experiments
occurred when the mass ratio of the guest host particle was increased to 1.5%. Furthermore,
some coating after only mixing in the V-Blender was observed but it was mostly with
A200P aggregates and it was low when compared to the conical mill processed samples
The self coating effect of the FFL particles when processed at 1762 rpm in batch mode, was
not observed in continuous mode. For the MCC host particle, particle size distribution
results showed little to no variation regardless of the processing parameters. Still, SEM and
EDS images showed some coating of the host particles. This work helps to build the case
of partially covering the conical mill screen as a method to increase the processing time
of each pass and thus improving the quality of dry coating. More work needs to be done
to continue to improve this technique to one day implement it in a full-scale process. As
EDS mapping were only examined in a qualitative way, an analysis method to quantify the
coating of the host particle using these mappings would be a great tool to access coating of
future experiments.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/pr10030540/s1. Supplementary Materials shows other graphs that were prepared to analyse
the d10, d50, and d90 values for all the samples presented in this paper. The graph visualisation also
includes the measure error for each measurement.
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Appendix A. Ajustments to the Particle Size Analysis

As was explained in Section 2.2.1, results of the particle size analysis were adjusted
following a setting error on the Mastersizer 3000. The error to the particle size distributions
was discovered when plotting results. The red curve of Figure A1 shows an example of one
of these results.

https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/pr10030540/s1
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Figure A1. Example of the error observed between a raw (red) and corrected (green) particle
size distribution.

The peak observed over 1000 µm was not expected and should not be present of the
graph. Samples had previously been processed in the conical mill which means they had
gone trough the 476 µm screen. Moreover, visual inspection of the samples showed no
agglomerates. Malvern Instruments technical support was contacted, and it was discovered
that the lower obscuration parameter used during data acquisition was set to low at
0.1%. A low setting like the one used tends to let the instrument measure extremely low
scattering signals. Those can be overwhelmed by inner detector noise, which leads to large
particles being falsely detected. A higher obscuration limit between 1% and 2% for future
experiments was recommended. For the data that was already acquired, an advanced
parameter of the Malvern Mastersizer v3.81 software was used to correct errors. Malvern
Instruments’s technical support suggested excluding 3 to 5 inner detectors. The green curve
of Figure A1 shows the corrected result. The error is null for small particle sizes but for
particles close to 100 µm the height of the peak is underestimated if no correction is made.
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